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1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of open peer-production systems
in which self-organizing teams of volunteers sustain private costs to provide
public goods (Lerner and Tirole, 2001; von Hippel and von Krogh, 2003, 2006).
Successful examples include open-source software communities (Conaldi and
Lomi, 2013), large-scale collaborative open projects such as Polymath (Franzoni and Sauermann, 2014) or Linux (Lee and Cole, 2003), and Wikipedia
(Lerner and Lomi, 2017) – the free online encyclopedia that provides the empirical setting for this paper. The success of open peer-production communities has sometimes been explained by the “wisdom of the crowds” argument
(Arazy et al., 2006; Kittur et al., 2007). Self-organizing teams might be able
to draw from large pools of contributors with potentially diverse and complementary background knowledge, experience, and capabilities. Building on a
well-established empirical regularity in studies of teams in organizations (Horwitz and Horwitz, 2007), we would expect diversity within teams involved in
peer-productions to be positively related to team performance expressed in
terms of quality of team output (Hong and Page, 2004; Wuchty et al., 2007).
Such expectations about the virtue of diversity are somewhat at odds with
recent findings in organizational sociology suggesting that diversity derived
from membership in multiple categories, or engagements with multiple genres is detrimental to quality evaluations (Zuckerman, 1999; Zuckerman et al.,
2003; Hsu, 2006; Kovács and Hannan, 2010; Phillips et al., 2013; Goldberg
et al., 2016). Along a similar line, empirical studies have found that interdisciplinary research proposals (i. e., proposal that combine knowledge across conventional disciplinary boundaries) are typically discounted by funding agencies
(Bromham et al., 2016). Clarifying the contentious role that diversity plays in
team performance requires a careful distinction between the diversity of the
team and the diversity of interests of the individual members of the team. In
this paper we claim that these cross-level concepts of diversity have distinct
empirical implications. Specifically, we predict that teams characterized by
high levels of diversity will be systematically associated with collective outcomes of higher quality. However, teams containing members with disparate
individual interests tend to produce outcomes of lower quality.
Both indicators of diversity (team diversity and individual diversity) are
functions of the 2-mode network connecting Wikipedia users to the articles
they write. We define that two users have high distance (i. e., different interests)
if they contribute mostly to different articles. The group of users jointly writing
an article, in turn, is said to have high team diversity if it is composed of users
with high average pairwise distance. Thus, teams with high diversity represent
atypical combinations (Uzzi et al., 2013) of users who normally contribute to
different articles, see Fig. 1 for illustration.
A complementary notion of diversity is the individual diversity of users –
a term that we use as shorthand for the diversity of interests of individual
users. Two Wikipedia articles have high distance if they are written mostly by
different users. A user, in turn, has high individual diversity if she contributes
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Fig. 1 Two stylized bipartite collaboration networks. Wikipedia users (circles) contribute
to articles (squares). Both networks have two distinct dense clusters that might represent
latent topics or knowledge disciplines. Left: the black-colored article is written by members
from different clusters and therefore has high team diversity; each of its contributors edits
mostly within one cluster and therefore has a relatively low individual diversity. Right: the
two dark-gray contributors in the middle edit articles from both clusters and therefore have
high individual diversity (i. e., they are jacks of all trades); the black-colored article is written
by two users that contribute to exactly the same set of articles and therefore has low team
diversity. Empirical results from this paper suggest that the black-colored article on the
left-hand side has a higher probability to be of high quality than the black-colored article
on the right-hand side.

to articles with high average pairwise distance. Thus, users with high individual
diversity contribute to atypical combinations of articles that are not normally
co-edited by the same users, see Fig. 1 for illustration.
In light of the illustrating example from Fig. 1 we can say that articles
spanning latent topics have high team diversity, while users spanning latent
topics have high individual diversity.
We normalize our diversity indicators via reference random graph models
that control for the observed degrees of users and articles (i. e., their activity and popularity, respectively), but otherwise have no clustering into latent
topics or knowledge disciplines. We show that these model-based indicators
consistently outperform their respective counterparts obtained via an ad-hoc
normalization.
As one of the main empirical results of this paper, we demonstrate, using
data on all articles of the English-language edition of Wikipedia, that article
quality is affected positively by diversity of the team, and negatively by individual diversity of team members. We show that these findings are robust with
respect to a number of factors that might affect the quality of articles, with
respect to controling for indicators of team composition and role diversity, and
with respect to varying criteria for measuring article quality. We further analyze effects of diversity separately for articles in different top-level categories
to assess how the topic area of the article affects the impact of diversity on
quality.
Finally we analyze the interplay between diversity and the internal collaboration structure of the team on all featured articles and a sample of comparable
non-featured articles. Specifically we are interested in how team diversity relates to polarization as expressed by adherence to behavioral norms predicted
by balance theory (Heider, 1946; Cartwright and Harary, 1956). Findings obtained by extending models from Lerner and Lomi (2019) – who showed that
polarization, in general, is associated with lower quality – suggest that the
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diversity of a team mitigates this negative effect of polarization, so that polarization seems to be less harmful for diverse teams.
In Sect. 2 we overview related work and formulate our hypotheses. Section 3
provides details on the empirical data, the definition of variables (including
team diversity, individual diversity, and article quality), and a model used to
assess the internal collaboration structure of a team. In Sect. 4 we present and
discuss our results and Sect. 5 concludes with a summary of the main findings
and indicates potential future work. This article is an extended version of the
conference paper Lerner and Lomi (2018a).

2 Related Work and Hypotheses
The relation between team diversity and team performance has long been a
central issue in the study of formal organizations (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992;
Horwitz and Horwitz, 2007). Extant research demonstrates that this relation
depends on the type of diversity as well as on a number of contextual or mediating factors (Jehn et al., 1999; Mannix and Neale, 2005; Joshi and Roh,
2009). Indeed, “diversity” itself is a diverse concept, as it can refer to heterogeneity in social or demographic characteristics, attitudes, opinions, interests,
background, experience, or social positions, status, or roles (McPherson and
Ranger-Moore, 1991). In this paper we focus on the effect of a network-based
definition of diversity (Horwitz and Horwitz, 2007), according to which a team
of Wikipedia editors is diverse to the extent that it contains members that typically contribute to different articles.
Effects of diversity in Wikipedia (Flöck et al., 2011) have been studied from
different perspectives. For instance, it has been shown that diversity moderates
the effect of team size on performance in the WikiProject “Film”(Robert and
Romero, 2017). Liu and Ram (2011) analyzed how role diversity of Wikipedia
teams affects output quality and Shi et al. (2017) demonstrated that Wikipedia
teams composed of politically diverse users produce articles of higher quality
in the domains of politics, social issues, and science. Ren et al. (2015) showed,
among others, that interest diversity of the members of a WikiProject positively affects its productivity (i. e., the total number of edits) and that tenure
disparity affects productivity in a curvilinear fashion: positive up to a point
and negative afterward. Lam et al. (2010) also found that groups with intermediate tenure diversity make good decisions.
In a paper that inspired our analysis presented in Sect. 4.6, Arazy et al.
(2011) showed that cognitive diversity moderates the effect of task conflict on
article quality: the output quality of teams with high diversity benefits from
the presence of task conflict, while conflict on less diverse teams is negative for
article quality. Our work differs from Arazy et al. (2011) in a fundamental way.
We are not analyzing the effect of the amount of conflict, but rather the effect
of the structure of conflictual interaction resulting from edit actions in which
users undo or redo the contributions of other users. We show that the negative
effect of polarization – as expressed by adherence to the behavioral norms of
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structural balance (Cartwright and Harary, 1956) – on article quality (which
has been demonstrated in Lerner and Lomi (2019)) is less severe in teams with
high diversity. Additional differences from Arazy et al. (2011) are the much
larger size of the data set we analyze and our operationalization of diversity
and conflict.
Previous work that analyzed the effect of diversity of individual users on
article quality includes Szejda et al. (2014); Baraniak et al. (2016); Sydow
et al. (2017). Editors’ diversity or versatility has been defined in these papers
via the entropy of editors’ contributions to top-level categories and diversity
of a team of editors has been measured via the variance in the number of contributions and tenure. It has been shown by an analysis of the Polish-language
and German-language editions of Wikipedia, that both, versatility of editors
and team diversity is positive for article quality. It is noteworthy that we find
diversity of individual users to be negative for article quality. In comparing
our results with those from Szejda et al. (2014); Baraniak et al. (2016); Sydow
et al. (2017) we have to take into account several differences in the operationalization of the tests, where the most fundamental difference seems to be
in the definition of diversity of users and teams (see next paragraph). Further
differences can be found in the use of control variables and in the Wikipedia
language edition from which the data has been gathered (English vs. German
and Polish).
In our work we define diversity as a function of the 2-mode network connecting contributing Wikipedia users to the articles they write. The team of
users writing a particular article has high diversity to the extent that its members contribute to different sets of articles and it has low diversity if its members contribute mostly to the same articles. Thus, a diverse team is formed
by an “atypical combination” (Uzzi et al., 2013) of users, while a team with
low diversity consists mostly of users that typically work together. Likewise,
an individual user is said to have high diversity if she contributes to articles
that are rarely co-edited by the same users. Thus, a diverse user contributes
to atypical combinations of articles.
Based on previous work we hypothesize that team diversity is positive for
article quality, since diverse teams can draw from a larger pool of complementary background knowledge or experience, leading to the hypothesis
H1 the higher the diversity of the team of users writing a Wikipedia article,
the higher the probability that this article has high quality.
On the other hand, drawing on the jacks-of-all-trades-are-masters-of-none argument (Hsu, 2006), we hypothesize that individual diversity of users is negative for article quality:
H2 the higher the average individual diversity in the team of users writting
a Wikipedia article, the lower the probability that this article has high
quality.
Finally, extending ideas from Arazy et al. (2011) we hypothesize that the
negative effect of polarization on article quality (Lerner and Lomi, 2019) is
mitigated by the diversity of the team:
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H3 the higher the diversity of the team of users writting a Wikipedia article,
the lower is the negative effect of polarization on article quality.

3 Data and Methods
Wikipedia makes its whole database publicly available at https://dumps.
wikimedia.org/. For this paper we use data from the dump of the Englishlanguage edition of Wikipedia from January 1st, 2018.

3.1 Outcome Variable: Article Quality
The main outcome variable that we consider in this paper is the quality of
an article, where we say that an article is of high quality if it is a featured
article (FA)1 . There are 5,225 FA out of 5.5 million articles, implying an average rate of slightly less than one FA per 1,000 articles. FA is the highest in
Wikipedia’s assessment grades: featured articles (FA), A-class, good articles
(GA), B-class, C-class, start-class, and stub-class. Wikipedia’s article evaluations are often used in academic research (Kittur and Kraut, 2008; Wu et al.,
2011; Ransbotham and Kane, 2011; Liu and Ram, 2011; Lerner and Lomi,
2018c) and have been found to be consistent with external evaluations (Kittur and Kraut, 2008). As a robustness check, we estimate models for article
quality applying a weaker criterion in which an article is defined to be of high
quality if it is featured or a good article (GA). There are 32,194 articles that
are FA or GA.
The units of analysis in the first type of models analyzed in this paper are,
thus, all Wikipedia articles and we test hypotheses by logistic regression where
the binary outcome variable on articles is either the FA indicator or the FA-orGA indicator. Explanatory variables on articles, including team diversity and
individual diversity, are introduced in the remainder of this section. Since the
notion of diversity of a one-person team is undefined, we only analyze articles
to which at least two users contribute in a non-negligible way (see Sect. 3.2
below), which are 4,245,902 articles.
Since the set of all articles is highly imbalanced with respect to the outcome
variable (i. e., quality), we perform additional robustness checks on a sample
of articles, defined in Lerner and Lomi (2019), that contains all featured articles and roughly the same number of comparable non-featured articles. The
sampled non-featured articles are selected such that they have similar distributions as the featured articles in basic control variables such as length, age,
number of edits, number of contributors, and many more, see details in Lerner
and Lomi (2019).
Tests of Hypothesis H3 follow the design of a case-control study (Borgan et al., 1995): we select articles based on the outcome variable split into
featured articles (“cases”) and comparable non-featured articles (“controls”),
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_articles
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mentioned in the previous paragraph. Then we analyze differences in the interplay between polarization and diversity between featured and non-featured
articles, extending the models from Lerner and Lomi (2019). In this type of
models, the outcome variables are the dynamically changing probabilities that
specific users undo contributions of specific other users, modeled as a function of characteristics that indicate how the two users are embedded into the
collaboration network, see further details in Sect. 3.10.
3.2 The Wikipedia Collaboration Network
The data structure we use to compute team diversity and individual diversity
is the weighted 2-mode network connecting Wikipedia users to the articles they
write. For a user u and an article a we define the weight w(u, a) to be equal to
the amount of text, measured in the number of bytes (Sydow et al., 2017), that
u has added to a. (If u has never contributed to a, we set w(u, a) = 0.) Thus,
we measure contributions by the provision of content, rather than by editing
activity which could be measured, for instance, by the number of edits. We
consider only registered users. Thus, we discard “anonymous” users identified
by IP-addresses and we also discard “BOTs” – software scripts that perform
routine tasks (Tsvetkova et al., 2017).
When computing the amount of text added by a user to an article we further discard contributions that are reverted in the very next revision, ensuring
that users who make large but inappropriate contributions are not considered
as main contributors. More sophisticated ways to weight individual contributions based on how long they survive (Adler and de Alfaro, 2007; Brandes
et al., 2009; Javanmardi et al., 2010; Maniu et al., 2011; Flöck and Acosta,
2014; Lerner and Lomi, 2017) are not applied in this paper to define team diversity. However, survival of the contributions of individual users is analyzed
with the relational event models described in Sect. 3.10.2.
As a matter of fact, the amount of contributions of users to articles is very
skewed in the sense that few users contribute a lot and most users contribute
very little. To ensure that team diversity is mostly a function of the main
contributors, we apply the following filtering. For each article a we order its
contributors u1 , . . . , uk such that
w(u1 , a) ≥ w(u2 , a) ≥ · · · ≥ w(uk , a) ,
Pk
breaking ties arbitrarily, and define w(a) =
j=1 w(uj , a) to be the total
amount of contributions made to article a. We compute the index i0 such that
i0 = min{i :

i
X

w(uj , a) ≥ 0.95 · w(a)} ,

j=1

which is the minimum index i such that users u1 , . . . , ui contribute at least 95%
of the total contributions to article a. We keep only u1 , . . . , ui0 as contributors
of a, that is, we set the weights w(ui , a) for i = i0 + 1, . . . , k to zero. In doing
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so, we discard users making marginal contributions, while keeping 95% of the
total contributions to every article. We write U (a) for the set of users making
nonzero contributions to article a (after the above-mentioned filtering), A(u)
for the set of articles to which user u makes a nonzero contribution, A for the
set of all articles, and U for the set of all users.

3.3 Team Diversity
Assume that for any two users u and v we are given distances dist(u, v) that
encode differences in their interests. (We will define two such distance functions
below.) The team diversity of an article a with |U (a)| ≥ 2 is defined as the
weighted average pairwise distance of its users, where we set wuv;a = w(u, a) +
w(v, a) as the weight of the pair (u, v) for article a. In formulas, team diversity
is defined by
P
u6=v∈U (a) dist(u, v) · wuv;a
P
.
(1)
team.diversity(a) =
u6=v∈U (a) wuv;a
Thus, in computing the average, we give more weight to the distance of pairs
of users that strongly contribute to the given article.
Distances between users are defined via a measure of similarity of interests,
or overlap in interests:
X
cuv =
w(u, a) · w(v, a) .
(2)
a∈A

The raw measure cuv captures to what extent u and v co-edit the same articles,
but it is not normalized and by chance alone we would expect that pairs of
more active users have higher overlap. A first way to normalize cuv is the
so-called “cosine similarity”
sim.cosine(u, v) =

cuv
,
kuk · kvk

where the 2-norm ku0 k of a user u0 is defined by
sX
0
ku k =
w(u0 , a) · w(u0 , a) .
a∈A

The respective distance of two users u and v who collaborate in at least one
article is defined by
dist.cosine(u, v) = − log(sim.cosine(u, v)) ,
and by substituting dist.cosine for dist in Eq. (1) we obtain the first indicator
of team diversity, denoted by team.diversity.cosine.
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3.4 Model-based Normalization of User Distance
Even though the cosine similarity is an established measure to assess the similarity of vectors, it might have its drawbacks in a network setting. As a matter
of fact the activity of users, as well as the popularity of articles, is very skewed
and expected overlap in interests is likely to be influenced by these characteristics. For the sake of example, if there were two users contributing to all
articles, then these could not have no overlap in interests. Likewise, if there was
an article to which every user contributed, then any two users would necessarily overlap in this article. Clearly, degrees of users and articles can influence
similarity and distance.
Rather than applying an arbitrary (although established) normalization,
as in the cosine similarity, we assess in the following whether the observed
overlap cuv is higher or lower than expected, given the degrees of users and
articles. Such an approach has been applied, e. g., by Uzzi et al. (2013) who
normalized the overlap c in journal citations of scientific papers to the z-score
measure
observed(c) − expected(c)
.
(3)
zscore(c) =
standard deviation(c)
To estimate expectation and variance Uzzi et al. (2013) randomized networks
with an edge-switching algorithm that preserves in-degrees and out-degrees.
Since this procedure seems not to generalize in a straightforward manner to
weighted networks, we apply instead a variant of the so-called fitness model
(Caldarelli et P
al., 2002; De Masi et al., 2006), as summarized below.
Let daP= u∈U w(u, a) denote the weighted degree of an article a ∈ A,
let duP
= a∈A w(u,
Pa) denote the weighted degree of a user u ∈ U , and let
D =
a∈A da =
u∈U du denote the sum of degrees on either side of the
2-mode network (which is equal to the total sum of edge weights). Adapting
ideas of Caldarelli et al. (2002); De Masi et al. (2006) to weighted 2-mode
networks, we define that random weights Wua for (u, a) ∈ U × A are drawn
independently from a distribution with expectation
E(Wua ) =

du · da
.
D

(4)

This random graph has the property that the expected degrees of users and
articles (i. e., their activity and popularity) are equal to their observed degrees
(Caldarelli et al., 2002; De Masi et al., 2006). Besides this property, the random
graph has no clustering into latent topics or knowledge disciplines. We use this
null model to assess whether the interests of users overlap more or less than
expected, given their degrees and given the degrees of articles.
To reproduce skewed distributions of edge weights, we draw random weights
Wua for (u, a) ∈ U × A from a Pareto distribution
!
(min) α
wua
P rob(Wua ≤ w) = 1 −
,
w
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(min)

u ·da
, which
with shape parameter α = 3 and scale parameter wua
= 2·d3·D
defines a distribution with the required expectation, given in Eq. (4). Since
random edge weights are independent by assumption, we can compute the
expectation and variance of cuv from Eq. (2) analytically and obtain for the
respective z-score, defined in Eq. (3)
P
cuv − duD·d2 v · a∈A d2a
z(cuv ) = du ·dv pP
.
4
a∈A da
D2 ·

The z-score z(cuv ) is a measure of similarity that is positive if the interests
of u and v overlap more than expected and negative if they overlap less than
expected. The respective measure of user-user distance is defined by
dist.zscore(u, v) = −sign(z(cuv )) · log(1 + |z(cuv )|)
and by substituting dist.zscore for dist in Eq. (1) we obtain the second indicator of team diversity denoted by team.diversity.zscore as an alternative to
team.diversity.cosine.

3.5 Individual Diversity (Extent of Being a Jack of All Trades)
The other main variables used in this paper are indicators for whether the
contributors of an article individually have diverse interests. We say that a user
has high individual diversity if she contributes to articles that are usually not
co-edited by the same person. Users with high individual diversity represent
“Jacks of all trades” (Hsu, 2006), “polymaths”, “Renaissance men” (Szejda
et al., 2014), or interdisciplinary users with diverse interests.
Individual diversity of users is computed by the same formulas as team
diversity of articles after transposing “users” and “articles” in the 2-mode
network. More explicitly, if we are given a distance function dist(a, b) for any
two articles a and b, the individual diversity of a user u with |A(u)| ≥ 2 is
defined as the weighted average pairwise distance of its articles, where we set
wu;a,b = w(u, a)+w(u, b) as the weight of the pair (a, b) for user u. In formulas,
individual diversity is defined by
P
a6=b∈A(u) dist(a, b) · wu;a,b
P
individual.diversity(a) =
.
(5)
a6=b∈A(u) wu;a,b
Similarity of articles a and b is defined via a measure of overlap of their
sets of contributors:
X
cab =
w(u, a) · w(u, b) ,
(6)
u∈U

leading to the “cosine similarity” of articles
sim.cosine(a, b) =

cab
,
kak · kbk
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where the 2-norm ka0 k of an article a0 is defined by
0

ka k =

sX

w(u, a0 ) · w(u, a0 ) .

u∈U

The respective distance of two articles a and b that have at least one common
collaborator is defined by
dist.cosine(a, b) = − log(sim.cosine(a, b)) ,
and by substituting dist.cosine for dist in Eq. (5) we obtain the first indicator
of individual diversity, denoted by individual.diversity.cosine.
Similar to user-user similarity, we define a model-based normalization for
similarity between articles. The z-score of two articles a and b, using the fitness
model introduced above, is given by
z(cab ) =

cab −

da ·db
D2

da ·db
D2

P
· u∈U d2u
pP
.
4
·
u∈U du

The respective measure of article-article distance is defined by
dist.zscore(a, b) = −sign(z(cab )) · log(1 + |z(cab )|)
and by substituting dist.zscore for dist in Eq. (5) we obtain the second indicator of individual diversity denoted by individual.diversity.zscore as an
alternative to individual.diversity.cosine.
Finally, articles are assigned the weighted average individual diversity of
their contributors. That is, for an article a we define
P
individual.diversity(a) =

u∈U (a)

w(u, a) · individual.diversity(u)
P
,
u∈U (a) w(u, a)

for both, the cosine and z-score variant of individual diversity.
Correlation among the various indicators of diversity over all articles is
given in Table 1. We can see that the cosine-based indicator of team diversity and the z-score based indicator of team diversity have a relatively
strong positive correlation (0.77). On the other hand, the correlation between
the two measures of individual diversity (ind.div.cosine and ind.div.zscore)
is much lower but still positive (0.39). For the cosine-based measures we
observe a weakly positive correlation between team diversity and and individual diversity (cor(team.div.cosine, ind.div.cosine) = 0.24), while we observe for the respective z-score-based measures a weakly negative correlation
(cor(team.div.zscore, ind.div.zscore) = −0.38).
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Table 1 Sample correlation among diversity indicators.
team.div.cosine

team.div.zscore

ind.div.cosine

ind.div.zscore

·
·
·

0.77
·
·

0.24
0.06
·

-0.04
-0.38
0.39

team.div.cosine
team.div.zscore
ind.div.cosine

3.6 Control Variables
When assessing the influence of diversity on article quality we must take into
account that articles vary largely in basic characteristics that have strong
effects on the probability to be featured, or good. We include in our models
the following control variables.
The variables that have the highest predictive power for the quality of
articles are indicators of article size (Blumenstock, 2008) and the amount of
work invested in writting the article. We use the length (number of bytes)
of articles, their age (time since the first edit), number of edits, team size
(number of unique contributors), and number of reverts. Links to information
sources can be indicative of quality; we use the number of intra-wiki links,
number of external references, and number of inter-language links. Characteristics of the text and potential appeal are captured by the number of sections
at level one and two, number of images, number of templates, average number
of characters per word, and average number of words per sentence, where the
last two variables capture the so-called reading complexity (Ransbotham and
Kane, 2011). Embedding into Wikipedia’s category structure is measured by
the number of categories of the article, the average size of its categories, and
the average granularity of categories, that is, their distance from the root category (Lerner and Lomi, 2018c). Further, more specific control variables are
introduced in the following two sections.
The correlation of the four diversity indicators with all control variables are
given in Table 2. The strongest correlations (in absolute value) can be found
between indicators of team diversity and the length and number of edits of the
article. Since article length and number of edits have such a strong – and fairly
obvious – influence on the probability of being featured (Blumenstock, 2008)
it is necessary to control for these basic characteristics in a model explaining
article quality by diversity.

3.7 Checking Against Simpson’s Paradox: Main Topic Areas
Wikipedia articles are about very different topics and it might be that articles
in different areas have different mean levels of diversity – but also different
probabilities to be featured. This could lead to spurious findings where a global
relation among two variables is reversed in any sub-group of data, referred to
as Simpson’s paradox (Simpson, 1951; Blyth, 1972; Barbosa et al., 2016). To
test the robustness of our findings against this conjecture we assign articles
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Table 2 Sample correlation of diversity indicators with control variables.

team.div.c
team.div.z
ind.div.c
ind.div.z

team.div.c
team.div.z
ind.div.c
ind.div.z

len

age

edits

rvs

team

ch/w

w/sen

sect.1

sect.2

-0.46
-0.50
0.07
0.17

0.03
-0.07
0.26
0.23

-0.29
-0.47
0.26
0.37

-0.18
-0.36
0.24
0.35

-0.21
-0.39
0.29
0.38

0.00
0.04
-0.09
-0.10

-0.02
0.01
-0.02
-0.03

-0.28
-0.36
0.08
0.16

-0.18
-0.22
0.05
0.07

cats

c.size

links

refs

imgs

templ

langs

gran

-0.04
-0.00
0.09
0.04

-0.05
0.02
-0.05
-0.00

-0.29
-0.24
0.06
0.02

-0.35
-0.37
0.04
0.16

-0.14
-0.10
0.01
-0.03

-0.21
-0.10
-0.04
-0.08

-0.04
0.00
0.07
0.00

-0.23
-0.00
-0.22
-0.21

to one or several of 21 top-level categories (TLC) (Kittur et al., 2009), as
described in Lerner and Lomi (2018c). We then extend our models by 21
binary variables that indicate if the article is in the respective TLC. We also
estimate more complex models in which we interact our variables of interest
(team diversity and average individual diversity) with all 21 TLC indicators.
These more complex models allow us to assess whether the impact of diversity
on quality varies across topic areas.

3.8 Interest Diversity vs. Role Diversity
A further alternative explanation against which we test our findings is the
conjecture that team diversity (as we define it in this paper) might just be a
byproduct of varying composition of the team. As a matter of fact different
users have very different levels of activity and tend to perform different tasks
or play different roles (Liu and Ram, 2011). These differences could influence
both, team diversity and FA-probability.
To assess varying composition of teams, we first define three numerical
variables, assigned to users, that capture activity levels in three different tasks
– or roles. For a user u we define:
– provide.content(u) as the total amount of text added by u to any Wikipedia
article (this variable is the weighted degree du in the 2-mode network,
defined above);
– edit.content(u) as the total number of edits done by u to any article;
– coordinate(u) as the total number of edits done by u to any non-article page
in Wikipedia (that is, to talk pages, user pages, project pages, templates,
categories, etc).
For each of these three variables, we characterize an article by the average
of this variable taken over the team of contributors and by the coefficient of
variation of this variable, within the team. More precisely, let x denote any of
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the three variables defined above and let a be an article. We define
X
avg.x(a) =
x(u)/|U (a)|
u∈U (a)
qP

u∈U (a) [x(u)−avg.x(u)]

var.x(a) =

|U (a)|−1

avg.x(a)

2

,

where we get a missing value if avg.x(a) = 0.

3.9 Nomalization of variables
Before estimating models we transform variables that have skewed distributions (whose names are prefixed by “log1p” in the following parameter tables)
by the mapping x 7→ log(1 + x). For each explanatory variable, except the
binary TLC indicator variables, we subtract its mean and divide by its standard deviation. This normalization makes parameter sizes better comparable.
More explicitly, if we estimate a parameter α for an explanatory variable x,
then hypothetically increasing x by one standard deviation (that is, by one)
multiplies the predicted log-odds for being featured by exp(α). For instance, a
parameter α = 0.1 implies an increase in the log-odds by 10.5%, a parameter
α = 0.5 implies an increase by 65%. Since baseline probabilities are very small,
an increase in the log-odds is roughly equal to an increase in the probability.

3.10 Differences in the structure of collaboration networks: the interplay
between diversity and polarization
In a different set of models we assess how the structure of collaboration networks within teams differs between high-quality and low-quality articles and
how this relation is moderated by team diversity. The data used in this analysis is much more fine-grained than that used in the tests for the direct effects
of diversity on article quality since we analyze individual edit actions in which
users undo or redo contributions of other users at given points in time.
Previous work (Brandes et al., 2009; Lerner and Lomi, 2017) advocated the
approach that undo events, that is, edits in which users make contributions of
other users undone, are considered as negative interaction expressing disagreement and that redo events, that is, edits in which users restore contributions of
other users, are considered as positive interaction expressing agreement. These
signed edit events are weighted by the number of words undone or redone and
induce an emergent network resulting from collaborative article writting in
Wikipedia. Lerner and Lomi (2018b, 2019) suggested that the decisions to
undo or redo content of others can in part be explained by the rules predicted
by the theory of structural balance (Heider, 1946; Cartwright and Harary,
1956): actors are predicted to have a positive attitude towards the friends of
their friends and towards the enemies of their enemies and a negative attitude
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towards the friends of their enemies and the enemies of their friends. (The
terms “friend” and “enemy” have to be understood metaphorically as users
who strongly argree or disagree, respectively.) These behavioral rules reduce
cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1962) and lead to a cognitively stable state
(Heider, 1946). It is known that perfect agreement with these rules gives rise to
signed networks that partition into two factions of nodes such that all positive
ties are within factions and all negative ties are between factions (Cartwright
and Harary, 1956). Therefore, adherence to the rules of balance theory can
be considered as a network-based measure of polarization (Esteban and Ray,
1994).
Polarization – but also the desire to reduce cognitive dissonance or the tendency to consider the enemy of an enemy as a friend – often has negative consequences (Lord et al., 1979; Friedkin et al., 2016; Akerlof and Dickens, 1982;
Saperstein, 2004). Based on these insights, Lerner and Lomi (2019) claimed
and demonstrated that Wikipedia teams producing high-quality articles act
in weaker agreement with the behavioral rules predicted by balance theory. In
this paper we test Hypothesis H3 stating that team diversity can mitigate this
negative effect of polarization, since conflict – despite having a negative effect
on output quality in general – can also induce actors to question their own
beliefs and re-consider diverse viewpoints (Arazy et al., 2011). In the following
we provide details on how we implement tests of Hypothesis H3 in this paper.
3.10.1 Overview: relating team performance to network structure
The analysis that relates the structure of the collaboration network to the
quality of the resulting articles follows the design of a case-control study (Borgan et al., 1995): articles are selected and assigned to sub-samples dependent
on the outcome variable (featured or not) as described in Lerner and Lomi
(2019). We then analyze how the dynamic patterns explaining dyadic undo
events (see Sect. 3.10.2 below) differ between featured and non-featured articles. In particular, we assess whether teams producing high-quality articles
act more or less in accordance with balance theory and how this relation gets
moderated by the diversity of the team and the average individual diversity
of its members.
3.10.2 Relational event models explaining dyadic undo probabilities
We apply relational event models for Wikipedia edit networks that fit into the
framework proposed in Lerner and Lomi (2017). These models assume that for
each pair of users (u, v) contributing to a common article and for each point in
time t there is a latent probability prob.undo(u, v; t) predicting how likely it is
that user u makes contributions of user v undone at time t. When comparing
the article’s text from version to version we can determine the actual amount of
undo. For the sake of example, assume that when user u uploads a new version
of the article at time t, she could potentially undo 100 words, contributed by
user v at some time before t. User u may decide to undo a fraction of this
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text; for instance, if u deleted 40 out of these 100 words, we would obtain an
observed undo ratio of 0.4 for the dyad (u, v) at time t. Models for the edit
network specify the time-varying dyadic latent probabilities prob.undo(u, v; t)
by logistic regression such that they best explain the observed undo ratios.
The undo probability prob.undo(u, v; t) is specified as a function of variables indicating how the dyad (u, v) is embedded into the network of past
positive and negative interaction that happened before time t. Of particular
interest for this paper is a variable, denoted by SB(u, v; t) – where SB stands
for “structural balance” – expressing to what extent u and v have common
friends or common enemies and subtracting the extent to which u and v are
connected to a third user who is a friend of u and an enemy of v, or vice versa.
Technically, SB(u, v; t) is defined to be the sum of f riend.of.f riend(u, v; t)
and enemy.of.enemy(u, v; t) minus the sum of f riend.of.enemy(u, v; t) and
enemy.of.f riend(u, v; t), where the latter four variables are defined in Lerner
and Lomi (2019). Structural balance theory predicts that the higher the value
of SB(u, v; t), the more friendly and less hostile user u perceives user v. This
in turn would lead to a decreased undo probability prob.undo(u, v; t), so that
balance theory predicts a negative parameter associated with SB(u, v; t) in
models explaining undo events. We include further network effects controling
for past dyadic interaction, degree effects, and the reputation of users; see
Lerner and Lomi (2019) and Tables 13 and 14.
To test the hypothesis that team diversity can mitigate the negative effect
of polarization (as expressed by adherence to the rules of balance theory),
we interact the variable SB with the variable for team diversity and with a
binary indicator for whether the edit event happens on a featured article or
not. We hypothesize (1) that teams producing featured articles, in general, act
in weaker agreement with balance theory (so that the parameter associated
with the interaction effect SB × f eatured is expected to be positive) and
(2) that this does not hold to the same extent for teams with high diversity
(so that the parameter associated with the three-way interaction effect SB ×
f eatured × team.div is expected to be negative).

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Diverse teams vs. jacks of all trades
Table 3 reports estimated parameters of logit models for the probability that
articles are featured (FA) as a function of team.div.cosine, team.div.zscore, or
both. We find that both of these indicators, when added separatelly to the
null model, have a positive effect on the FA-probability, consistent with Hypothesis H1 stating that diverse teams tend to do good work. We observe that
the parameter of team.diversity.zscore is larger. We also find that the model
including the z-score based measure is better with respect to the model fit indicators AIC and BIC (recall that lower values indicate a better model fit), than
the model with the cosine-normalized team diversity. Including both variables
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in the same model (Team.C+Z ) reverses the effect of team.diversity.cosine to
the negative but leaves team.diversity.zscore positive. Thus, the model-based
normalization yields an indicator of team diversity that shows a stronger effect
and leads to a better model fit and a more robust finding.

Table 3 Logistic regression modeling FA-probability dependent on team diversity. Estimated parameters and standard errors (in brackets). Effects related to our hypotheses are
in bold font.

(Intercept)
log1p.length
age
log1p.#edits
log1p.#reverts
log1p.#teamsize
log1p.#wiki.links
log1p.#external.refs
log1p.#lang.links
#level.1.sections
#level.2.sections
log1p.#images
log1p.#templates
#characters.per.word
#words.per.sentence
#categories
log1p.avg.cat.size
granularity
team.div.cosine
team.div.zscore
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.
∗∗∗

p < 0.001,

Team.C

Team.Z

Team.C+Z

−11.23 (0.06)∗∗∗
2.70 (0.04)∗∗∗
1.06 (0.03)∗∗∗
2.18 (0.06)∗∗∗
1.10 (0.03)∗∗∗
−3.44 (0.05)∗∗∗
−0.81 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.14 (0.02)∗∗∗
0.39 (0.02)∗∗∗
−0.33 (0.02)∗∗∗
−0.44 (0.01)∗∗∗
0.16 (0.02)∗∗∗
0.60 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.73 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.29 (0.05)∗∗∗
0.05 (0.01)∗∗∗
−0.08 (0.03)∗∗
0.52 (0.03)∗∗∗
0.39 (0.03)∗∗∗

−11.28 (0.07)∗∗∗
2.72 (0.04)∗∗∗
1.01 (0.03)∗∗∗
2.26 (0.06)∗∗∗
1.10 (0.03)∗∗∗
−3.34 (0.05)∗∗∗
−0.88 (0.04)∗∗∗
−0.15 (0.02)∗∗∗
0.36 (0.02)∗∗∗
−0.33 (0.02)∗∗∗
−0.43 (0.01)∗∗∗
0.16 (0.02)∗∗∗
0.59 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.71 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.28 (0.05)∗∗∗
0.04 (0.01)∗∗∗
−0.09 (0.03)∗∗∗
0.47 (0.04)∗∗∗
0.52 (0.03)∗∗∗

−11.31 (0.07)∗∗∗
2.67 (0.04)∗∗∗
0.99 (0.03)∗∗∗
2.25 (0.06)∗∗∗
1.09 (0.03)∗∗∗
−3.23 (0.06)∗∗∗
−0.91 (0.04)∗∗∗
−0.16 (0.02)∗∗∗
0.34 (0.02)∗∗∗
−0.32 (0.02)∗∗∗
−0.43 (0.01)∗∗∗
0.16 (0.02)∗∗∗
0.59 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.70 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.28 (0.05)∗∗∗
0.04 (0.01)∗∗∗
−0.10 (0.03)∗∗∗
0.43 (0.04)∗∗∗
−0.39 (0.05)∗∗∗
0.83 (0.05)∗∗∗

37,950.46
38,202.43
4,245,902

37,902.57
38,167.80
4,245,902

38,162.48
38,414.44
4,245,902
∗∗

p < 0.01

The first three models in Table 4 include indicators for the average individual.diversity.cosine, the average individual.diversity.zscore, or both. We
find that both of these indicators have a negative effect on the FA-probability,
consistent with Hypothesis H2 stating that Jacks of all trades tend to do poor
work. We observe that the parameter of individual.diversity.zscore is considerably larger in absolute value. Again we find that the model including the
z-score based measure is better with respect to the model fit indicators AIC
and BIC, than the model with the cosine-normalized individual diversity. Including both variables in the same model (Ind.C+Z ) reverses the effect of
individual.diversity.cosine to the positive but leaves individual.diversity.zscore
negative. Thus, we find again that the model-based normalization yields an
indicator of individual diversity that shows a stronger effect and leads to a
better model fit and a more robust finding.
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Table 4 Logistic regression modeling FA-probability dependent on individual diversity (and
both team and individual diversity). The same control variables as reported in Table 3 are
included in the model but are not reported here. All parameters are significantly different
from zero at the 0.1% level.
Ind.C

Ind.Z

Ind.C+Z

Team+Ind.Z

(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)

−0.17 (0.03)

ind.div.cosine
ind.div.zscore
team.div.zscore
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

38,303.15
38,555.11
4,245,902

−0.86 (0.03)

0.84 (0.06)
−1.71 (0.08)

37,579.22
37,831.19
4,245,902

37,338.96
37,604.19
4,245,902

−0.80 (0.03)
0.40 (0.03)
37,351.17
37,616.40
4,245,902

The right-most model (Team+Ind.Z ) in Table 4 includes the z-score based
measures for team diversity and individual diversity. Both effects remain qualitatively the same: a high team diversity is positive for article quality and a
high individual diversity is negative. To check whether non-independence of
observations could bias our results, we also performed a robust parameter estimation (Carroll and Pederson, 1993) of the model Team+Ind.Z. Neither the
directions (signs) of parameters nor their significance levels changed.
4.2 Defining FA and GA as high-quality articles
Tables 5 and 6 report findings for models that have exactly the same explanatory variables as those from Tables 3 and 4 but whose binary outcome
variable is the indicator whether articles are featured (FA) or good (GA). All
findings remain qualitatively the same: a high team diversity is positive for
article quality, a high individual diversity is negative for article quality, and
the z-scored based measures lead to stronger and more robust effects and to
a better model fit. Thus, our findings are robust to a weaker, more inclusive,
definition of article quality.
Table 5 Logistic regression modeling the probability that articles are FA or GA dependent
on team diversity. All parameters are significantly different from zero at the 0.1% level.
Team.C

Team.Z

Team.C+Z

(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)

team.div.cosine
team.div.zscore
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

0.20 (0.01)

−0.29 (0.02)
0.42 (0.02)

191,961.57
192,213.54
4,245,902

191,753.70
192,018.92
4,245,902

0.10 (0.01)
192,292.62
192,544.59
4,245,902
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Table 6 Logistic regression modeling the probability that articles are FA or GA dependent on individual diversity (and both, team and individual diversity). All parameters are
significantly different from zero at the 0.1% level.
Ind.C

Ind.Z

Ind.C+Z

Team+Ind.Z

(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)

ind.div.cosine
ind.div.zscore
team.div.zscore
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

−0.08 (0.01)
−0.64 (0.01)

0.53 (0.02)
−1.13 (0.03)

189,480.96
189,732.93
4,245,902

188,643.04
188,908.27
4,245,902

192,322.90
192,574.87
4,245,902

−0.62 (0.01)
0.10 (0.01)
189,381.69
189,646.92
4,245,902

4.3 Controling for composition and role diversity
Table 7 reports estimated parameters where we extend the rightmost model
from Table 4 by six variables for the average composition and role diversity
of teams, introduced in Sect. 3.8. Our findings related to team diversity and
individual diversity (where we consider diversity of interests, rather than role
diversity) do not change.
Table 7 Logit model for FA-probability including indicators of average composition and
role diversity of teams, introduced in Sect. 3.8. All parameters are significantly different
from zero at the 0.1% level.
(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)

team.div.zscore
ind.div.zscore
avg.provide.content
var.provide.content
avg.edit.content
var.edit.content
avg.coordinate
var.coordinate
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

0.31 (0.03)
−1.10 (0.04)
−1.03 (0.06)
−1.45 (0.09)
−1.41 (0.07)
0.99 (0.05)
2.32 (0.05)
−1.47 (0.05)
31,131.25
31,476.05
4,245,902

4.4 Effect of diversity across topical domains
Table 8 reports estimated parameters where we extend the rightmost model
from Table 4 by 21 binary indicator variables encoding membership of articles
in top-level categories (TLC). This model allows for varying baseline probabilities in the different TLC. Our main findings are robust in the sense that team
diversity continues to have a positive effect and individual diversity continues
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Table 8 Logit model for FA-probability with varying baseline probabilities for different
top-level categories (TLC)
(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)

team.div.zscore
ind.div.zscore
Arts
Culture
History
Humanities
Politics
Geography
World
Events
Life
Nature
Philosophy
People
Science and technology
Sports
Health
Society
Law
Religion
Mathematics
Matter
Reference works
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.
∗∗∗

0.39 (0.03)∗∗∗
−0.81 (0.03)∗∗∗
0.28 (0.05)∗∗∗
−0.01 (0.05)
0.07 (0.05)
0.39 (0.05)∗∗∗
−0.51 (0.06)∗∗∗
−0.40 (0.06)∗∗∗
0.12 (0.06)∗
0.83 (0.05)∗∗∗
0.70 (0.07)∗∗∗
0.17 (0.07)∗
−0.02 (0.17)
−0.10 (0.05)∗
−0.39 (0.09)∗∗∗
−0.55 (0.07)∗∗∗
0.10 (0.08)
−0.12 (0.05)∗
0.13 (0.10)
0.06 (0.08)
−0.33 (0.17)
0.35 (0.10)∗∗∗
−1.42 (0.38)∗∗∗
36,435.93
36,979.65
4,245,902

p < 0.001, ∗ p < 0.05

to have a negative effect on article quality. Articles belonging to some TLC
indeed have significantly different probabilities to be of high quality. For instance, articles belonging to Arts or Humanities have higher FA-probabilities,
while articles in Politics, Geography, or Sports have lower FA-probabilities.
We further estimated a model in which we include the interaction effects
of team diversity with all TLC indicators, reported in Table 9. (A respective
model interacting individual diversity with all TLC indicators is reported in
Table 10.) We observe that the base effect of team.diversity.zscore is positive
(parameter equal to 0.63) so that, in general, as diversity of teams increases, so
does the likelihood of producing a high quality article. The effect of team diversity in some TLC is significantly different from this baseline effect. The topical
domain in which team diversity has the weakest effect on quality is Mathematics for which the interaction effect team.div.zscore:Mathematics is equal
to −0.62. Thus, for an article that is in Mathematics (but in no other TLC), a
team whose diversity is by one standard deviation higher than the average produces a featured article with a probability that is exp(0.63−0.62) = 1.01 times
the baseline FA-probability – all other things being equal. Considering the associated standard errors we can conclude that team diversity has no significant
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Table 9 Effect of team diversity on FA probability separately by TLC.
(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)
(all TLC base effects from Table. 8 included)

team.div.zscore
team.div.zscore:Arts
team.div.zscore:Culture
team.div.zscore:History
team.div.zscore:Humanities
team.div.zscore:Politics
team.div.zscore:Geography
team.div.zscore:World
team.div.zscore:Events
team.div.zscore:Life
team.div.zscore:Nature
team.div.zscore:Philosophy
team.div.zscore:People
team.div.zscore:Science and technology
team.div.zscore:Sports
team.div.zscore:Health
team.div.zscore:Society
team.div.zscore:Law
team.div.zscore:Religion
team.div.zscore:Mathematics
team.div.zscore:Matter
team.div.zscore:Reference works
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.
∗∗∗

p < 0.001,

∗∗

0.63 (0.04)∗∗∗
0.07 (0.06)
−0.04 (0.06)
−0.28 (0.06)∗∗∗
−0.05 (0.06)
−0.04 (0.09)
−0.28 (0.07)∗∗∗
0.18 (0.08)∗
0.02 (0.07)
−0.09 (0.09)
−0.12 (0.09)
0.31 (0.23)
−0.07 (0.05)
−0.07 (0.12)
−0.16 (0.09)
−0.03 (0.10)
0.11 (0.07)
0.06 (0.12)
0.23 (0.10)∗
−0.62 (0.23)∗∗
−0.08 (0.15)
0.81 (0.49)
36,989.39
37,798.34
4,245,902

p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

effect on quality for articles in Mathematics. This, however, is an exception.
The TLC with the second lowest effect of team diversity are History and Geography. Articles in these two categories have their FA-probabilities multiplied
by exp(0.63 − 0.28) = 1.41 if their team diversity increases by one standard
deviation. This is lower than the overall effect of team diversity – but still positive. Articles in the TLC Religion seem to benefit even more than the average
from team diversity. For an article in Religion the FA-probability gets multiplied by exp(0.63+0.23) = 2.36 if the team diversity increases by one standard
deviation. In conclusion, Hypothesis H1 – claiming that diverse teams tend to
produce Wikipedia articles of higher quality – can be validated in all TLC,
except Mathematics (in which the effect of team diversity is near-absent).
Table 10 reports parameters of a model in which we include the interaction
effects of individual diversity with all TLC indicator variables. We observe that
the baseline effect of individual diversity in that model is negative (parameter
equal to −0.80) so that jacks of all trades are found to do poor work, in general. The effect of individual diversity on quality is significantly different in
some TLC. It seems to be most harmful in Religion (where the parameter is
decreased by 0.45) and much less harmful in Mathematics (where the parameter is increased by 0.61). Individual diversity seems to have almost no effect
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Table 10 Effect of individual diversity separately by TLC.
(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)
(all TLC base effects from Table. 8 included)

ind.div.zscore
ind.div.zscore:Arts
ind.div.zscore:Culture
ind.div.zscore:History
ind.div.zscore:Humanities
ind.div.zscore:Politics
ind.div.zscore:Geography
ind.div.zscore:World
ind.div.zscore:Events
ind.div.zscore:Life
ind.div.zscore:Nature
ind.div.zscore:Philosophy
ind.div.zscore:People
ind.div.zscore:Science and technology
ind.div.zscore:Sports
ind.div.zscore:Health
ind.div.zscore:Society
ind.div.zscore:Law
ind.div.zscore:Religion
ind.div.zscore:Mathematics
ind.div.zscore:Matter
ind.div.zscore:Reference works
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.
∗∗∗

p < 0.001,

∗∗

−0.80 (0.05)∗∗∗
−0.16 (0.07)∗
0.12 (0.07)
0.02 (0.06)
−0.02 (0.06)
0.41 (0.08)∗∗∗
0.27 (0.08)∗∗∗
−0.37 (0.08)∗∗∗
−0.06 (0.07)
−0.35 (0.09)∗∗∗
0.15 (0.09)
−0.00 (0.26)
−0.36 (0.06)∗∗∗
−0.15 (0.12)
0.79 (0.09)∗∗∗
−0.26 (0.10)∗∗
0.12 (0.07)
−0.27 (0.14)∗
−0.45 (0.11)∗∗∗
0.61 (0.24)∗
0.27 (0.15)
−0.67 (0.59)
36,396.57
37,205.52
4,245,902

p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

on quality for articles that are in the TLC Sports (but in no other TLC). In
conclusion, Hypothesis H2 claiming that jacks of all trades tend to do poor
work is supported in most TLC, with the exception of Sports (and perhaps
Mathematics).

4.5 Analysis of a balanced sample of articles
As we have noted the baseline probability that a Wikipedia article is featured
is very low. Less than one in 1,000 articles belongs to the FA category. The
estimation of logistic regression models for a response variable that is so unbalanced might be problematic since even a small absolute increase in the
probability can yield a significant relative increase. To perform further robustness checks we fit models for article quality on a balanced sample of articles,
defined in Lerner and Lomi (2019), that contains all featured articles and
roughly the same number of comparable non-featured articles. The sampled
non-featured articles are selected such that they have similar distributions as
the featured articles in the basic control variables introduced in Sect. 3.6 (see
Lerner and Lomi (2019) for details on the selection process). Tables 11 and 12
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Table 11 Logistic regression for FA-probability estimated on the balanced sample of articles
from Lerner and Lomi (2019). All parameters are significantly different from zero at the 0.1%
level.
Team.Z

Ind.Z

Team+Ind.Z

(all control variables from Sect. 3.6 included)

team.div.zscore
ind.div.zscore
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

0.48 (0.04)
12,592.47
12,728.29
9,401

−0.86 (0.04)
12,357.52
12,493.34
9,401

0.31 (0.04)
−0.77 (0.05)
12,289.51
12,432.48
9,401

Table 12 Logistic regression for FA-probability estimated on the balanced sample of articles
from Lerner and Lomi (2019). This model has no control variables (apart from an intercept).
All parameters are significantly different from zero at the 0.1% level.
Team.Z
team.div.zscore
ind.div.zscore
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

Ind.Z

Team+Ind.Z

−0.59 (0.03)
12,619.75
12,634.05
9,401

0.16 (0.03)
−0.55 (0.03)
12,594.94
12,616.39
9,401

0.33 (0.03)
12,909.19
12,923.48
9,401

report parameters on the effects of team diversity and individual diversity estimated on this balanced sample. The two tables differ in that models reported
in Table 11 include all control variables (which have also been used to generate the balanced sample) while Table 12 has no control variables (except an
intercept). Results for both variants give further support for the main findings
that team diversity is positive for article quality and individual diversity is
negative.
4.6 Diversity as a moderator for the effect of polarization
We finally turn to the question if and how diversity moderates the effect of
polarization on quality, related with Hypothesis H3 . We estimate relational
event models explaining the probabilities that particular users undo the contributions of particular other users, introduced in Sect. 3.10, on the sample of
articles from Lerner and Lomi (2019) which has also been used in Sect. 4.5.
Units of analysis in these relational event models, however, are not articles
but individual edit decisions: for each triplet (u, v; t) where u and v are two
different users and t is a point in time in which u could undo a certain amount
of text contributed by v, we specify prob.undo(u, v; t), that is, the probability
that u makes contributions of v undone, by logistic regression. Further details
on these models are given in Lerner and Lomi (2017, 2019).
The particular purpose of this paper is to assess how team diversity and
individual diversity moderate the effect of polarization on quality. Polarization
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Table 13 Logit model for dyadic undo probabilities including effects of team diversity. All
parameters are significant at the 0.1% level.

(Intercept)
number.of.users
reputation.of.source
reputation.of.target
undo.repetition
undo.reciprocation
redo.repetition
redo.reciprocation
undo.outdegree.source
undo.indegree.source
undo.outdegree.target
undo.indegree.target
redo.outdegree.source
redo.indegree.source
redo.outdegree.target
redo.indegree.target
SB
team.div.zscore
SB:team.div.zscore
featured
SB:featured
team.div.zscore:featured
SB:team.div.zscore:featured
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

undo model

× featured

−1.8870 (0.0004)
0.2157 (0.0001)
−0.3515 (0.0002)
−0.8331 (0.0001)
0.1217 (0.0001)
0.0421 (0.0001)
−0.0303 (0.0001)
−0.1848 (0.0001)
0.8813 (0.0009)
−0.6881 (0.0006)
0.1668 (0.0003)
0.3480 (0.0002)
0.1941 (0.0007)
0.1737 (0.0003)
−0.1891 (0.0003)
−0.2778 (0.0002)
−0.3525 (0.0003)
−0.1635 (0.0002)
−0.0549 (0.0002)

−1.8934 (0.0005)
0.2164 (0.0001)
−0.3513 (0.0002)
−0.8315 (0.0001)
0.1230 (0.0001)
0.0429 (0.0001)
−0.0285 (0.0001)
−0.1840 (0.0001)
0.8855 (0.0009)
−0.6945 (0.0006)
0.1655 (0.0003)
0.3489 (0.0002)
0.1915 (0.0007)
0.1758 (0.0003)
−0.1926 (0.0003)
−0.2825 (0.0002)
−0.3739 (0.0005)
−0.1246 (0.0004)
−0.0365 (0.0003)
0.0120 (0.0007)
0.0339 (0.0006)
−0.0851 (0.0005)
−0.0330 (0.0004)
325,354,414.7885
325,354,733.9725
7,862,108

325,675,571.5082
325,675,835.1820
7,862,108

is measured by adherence to the rules predicted by balance theory and is
operationalized in the explanatory variable SB (defined in Sect. 3.10) for which
a negative parameter, indicating a decreased undo probability, that is, a more
positive assessment, supports balance theory. It has been found in previous
work that teams producing featured articles act in weaker accordance with
balance theory and, thus, exhibit lower degrees of polarization, than teams
producing articles of lower quality (Lerner and Lomi, 2019). In this section
we assess the impact of diversity on this relation between polarization and
diversity.
Table 13 reports estimated parameters in models that assess (among others) the effects of team diversity on dyadic undo probabilities. We find that SB
has a significantly negative effect on undo probabilities, supporting the predictions of balance theory. We also find that the interaction effect SB:featured
is positive so that teams producing high-quality articles adhere less to the behavioral norms predicted by balance theory. We find that team.div.zscore has
a decreasing baseline effect on dyadic undo probabilities, so that users in more
diverse teams typically undo less. The interaction effect SB:team.div.zscore
is negative implying that more diverse teams act in stronger agreement with
balance theory. That is, they are more reluctant (than less diverse teams) to
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Table 14 Logit model for dyadic undo probabilities including effects of individual diversity.
All parameters are significant at the 0.1% level.

(Intercept)
number.of.users
reputation.of.source
reputation.of.target
undo.repetition
undo.reciprocation
redo.repetition
redo.reciprocation
undo.outdegree.source
undo.indegree.source
undo.outdegree.target
undo.indegree.target
redo.outdegree.source
redo.indegree.source
redo.outdegree.target
redo.indegree.target
SB
ind.div.zscore
SB:ind.div.zscore
featured
SB:featured
ind.div.zscore:featured
SB:ind.div.zscore:featured
AIC
BIC
Num. obs.

undo model

× featured

−1.8877 (0.0004)
0.1865 (0.0002)
−0.3508 (0.0002)
−0.8317 (0.0001)
0.1219 (0.0001)
0.0430 (0.0001)
−0.0277 (0.0001)
−0.1837 (0.0001)
0.8995 (0.0009)
−0.6878 (0.0006)
0.1808 (0.0003)
0.3497 (0.0002)
0.1774 (0.0007)
0.1783 (0.0003)
−0.1949 (0.0003)
−0.2758 (0.0002)
−0.3368 (0.0003)
0.1947 (0.0003)
0.0537 (0.0002)

−2.0399 (0.0005)
0.1904 (0.0002)
−0.3513 (0.0002)
−0.8302 (0.0001)
0.1235 (0.0001)
0.0439 (0.0001)
−0.0261 (0.0001)
−0.1832 (0.0001)
0.9035 (0.0009)
−0.6942 (0.0006)
0.1801 (0.0003)
0.3499 (0.0002)
0.1747 (0.0007)
0.1812 (0.0003)
−0.2000 (0.0003)
−0.2802 (0.0002)
−0.3972 (0.0005)
0.2713 (0.0004)
0.0644 (0.0004)
0.2533 (0.0006)
0.0801 (0.0006)
−0.1044 (0.0005)
0.0031 (0.0005)
325,271,439.6072
325,271,758.7912
7,862,108

325,668,345.0008
325,668,608.6746
7,862,108

undo contributions of the friends of their friends or the enemies of their enemies and more inclined to undo contributions of the enemies of their friends
or the friends of their enemies. This implies that diversity seems to foster polarization. Last but not least we find a negative parameter associated with the
three-way interaction effect SB:team.div.zscore:featured implying that diverse
team that produce high-quality articles act in even stronger agreement with
balance theory. Thus, the baseline finding that teams producing featured articles are less guided by balance processes (that is, they have weaker tendencies
to polarize) gets moderated by team diversity: for diverse teams polarization
does not seem to be associated with lower quality of the team output.
Table 14 reports estimated parameters in models that assess (among others) the effects of individual diversity (that is, the extent to which team members are jacks of all trades) on dyadic undo probabilities. As in Table 13 we
find that SB has a significantly negative effect on undo probabilities – supporting the predictions of balance theory – and we also find that the interaction
effect SB:featured is positive so that teams producing high-quality articles adhere less to the behavioral norms predicted by balance theory. We find that
ind.div.zscore has – in contrast to team diversity – an increasing baseline effect on dyadic undo probabilities, so that users in teams composed of jacks
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of all trades typically undo more. The interaction effect SB:ind.div.zscore is
positive implying that users with higher individual diversity act in weaker
agreement with balance theory. Last but not least – and in contrast to the
respective finding for team diversity – we find a positive parameter associated
with the three-way interaction effect SB:ind.div.zscore:featured implying that
teams that are composed of jacks of all trades and that produce high-quality
articles act in weaker agreement with balance theory. Thus, the baseline finding that teams producing featured articles are less guided by balance processes
(that is, they have weaker tendencies to polarize) gets even amplified individual diversity: for teams composed of jacks of all trades polarization seems to
be even more harmful for the quality of the team output than for teams with
an average level of individual diversity.

5 Conclusion and Future Work
One hypothetical reason for the success of open peer-production is that selforganizing teams of volunteers can draw from a large pool of potentially diverse contributors who can bring in complementary background knowledge
and abilities. In this paper we perform a rigorous empirical analysis of the
hypothesis that diverse teams of Wikipedia users tend to produce articles of
higher quality.
We consider interest-based diversity rather than other – no less relevant
– variants, such as social or demographic diversity, tenure diversity, or role
diversity. We stipulate that two users have different interests (i. e., they are
distant) if they contribute mostly to different articles. The team of users jointly
writing an article, in turn, is said to be diverse if it is mostly composed by
users with high pairwise distance. Thus, articles with high team diversity are
written by atypical combinations of users who do not normally work together.
A complementary variable used in this paper is the individual diversity
of users, that is, their extent of being a “jack of all trades”. Two Wikipedia
articles have high distance if they are written mostly by different users. A
user, in turn, is said to have high individual diversity if she contributes to
articles with high pairwise distance. Thus, users with high individual diversity
contribute to atypical combinations of articles that are not normally co-edited
by the same users.
Both indicators are defined as a function of the weighted 2-mode network
connecting users to the articles they write. Thus, both indicators could, in
principle, be computed for other production systems, for instance, open-source
software communities – whenever we have actors connected to objects they
work at. We adapt ideas to normalize diversity indicators via random graph
models that control for the observed degrees of users and articles (i. e., their
activity and popularity) but otherwise have no clustering into latent topics or
knowledge disciplines. We show that these model-based indicators consistently
outperform their respective counterparts obtained via an ad-hoc normalization
(cosine similarity).
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Based on previous related work we hypothesize that team diversity is positive for article quality, since diverse teams can draw from a larger pool of
complementary background knowledge or experience – all other things being
equal. On the other hand – drawing on the jacks-of-all-trades-are-masters-ofnone argument (Hsu, 2006) – we hypothesize that individual diversity of users
is detrimental for article quality.
We have found strong empirical support for both hypotheses. According to
these results, the best teams would be composed of specialists from different
disciplines; the quality of the team output would deteriorate if most users belong to the same discipline but also if users are interdisciplinary “polymaths.”
These findings have been shown to be very robust. We obtain qualitatively
the same results with models that control for many characteristics of the articles, for membership of articles in main topic areas, or for indicators of team
composition or role diversity. Weakening the criteria for high-quality articles
from featured to good also leaves the main findings unchanged. With very few
exceptions these findings are qualitatively the same if we analyze effects of
team diversity or individual diversity separately for articles in 21 topic areas
– although the strength of effects varies across topics.
It is noteworthy that our findings on the relation between individual diversity and quality is contrary to findings of Szejda et al. (2014); Baraniak et al.
(2016); Sydow et al. (2017) in the sense that we find individual diversity to
be detrimental for article quality while these authors found a positive effect.
However, we have to take into account several differences in the operationalization of the tests, where the most fundamental difference seems to be in the
definition of diversity. Editors’ diversity or versatility in Szejda et al. (2014);
Baraniak et al. (2016); Sydow et al. (2017) has been defined via the entropy
of editors’ contributions to top-level categories. In contrast, we defined individual diversity via the 2-mode user-article network, where a user is said to
has diverse interests if she edits articles that are rarely co-edited by the same
user.
With a rather different set of models we analyzed the moderating effect
that team diversity, or individual diversity, has on the relation between polarization and output quality. Interaction between diversity and conflict in
Wikipedia, and its relation to team performance, has been analyzed before
(Arazy et al., 2011) but not on the scale as in this paper. We found that the
negative association between polarization and quality, which has been found
in previous work (Lerner and Lomi, 2019), is mitigated by team diversity but
amplified in teams composed of jacks-of-all-trades.
It could be that findings on the interaction between polarization and diversity are reflected in the separate analysis by topic areas (see Table 9). For instance, we have found that the quality-enhancing effect of diversity is strongest
for articles in the top-level category Religion and weakest (or even absent) for
articles in Mathematics. How the effect of diversity on quality changes with
the position of the article in the knowledge hierarchy of Wikipedia is an issue
that we offer to future research.
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Promising directions for future work also include more detailed analyses
of how, why, and under which circumstances team diversity is beneficial or
detrimental for productivity. Do diverse teams have access to more knowledge and capabilities, or are diverse teams also better able to manage team
processes and conflict resolution? It could also be that team diversity, or individual diversity, have varying benefits or drawbacks in different stages of
article development. A dynamic analysis that considers diversity over time,
relating it with indicators for the current state of the article, might shed light
on this question.
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